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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSPEH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA,
PAYSANDU, URUGUAY, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

With the sky-blue Mantle of their Divine Mother upon their bodies, their consciousnesses and their
hearts, a Child of Mary is someone who represents the Celestial Mother within this world.

Seeking to love their fellow beings and the Kingdoms of Nature, with the Love that comes from the
Mother of God, a Child of Mary is someone who in prayer discovers the path for transforming their
human condition and opening the door of their heart so that the Most Holy Mary may find Her
dwelling place.

By looking at their fellow being with pity, humility and compassion, a Child of Mary is someone
who makes an effort to purify their mind and thoughts, and to make of their eyes the windows
through which the Mother of God observes, watches, accompanies and supports Her children.

A Child of Mary is someone who is ready not only to recognize their miseries, but also to transform
them.

A Child of Mary is one who learns to pray from the heart and who, with their experiences, discovers
the simplicity of the path to unite with God.

A Child of Mary becomes more aware, everyday, that they are an instrument, so that the Mother of
the World may be present on Earth, so that She may act through their hands, intercede through their
prayers, understand and support through their feelings, remain humble and not judge; through the
pure heart and the essence united with God, they know how to see their fellow being as a doorway
to the Creator.

Everything that I say to you is a path and an aspiration that in a short time becomes alive within the
hearts that pray, becasue the one who prays gradually discovers and experiences what it is to be a
Child of Mary.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


